INTRODUCTION
'there are in history no beginnings and no endings. History
books begin and end, but the events they describe do not.'1
It is a salutary warning: yet from the first Christians have
divided human history into the centuries of the preparation
for the coming of Christ and the years after the advent of
their Lord in the flesh, and in his turn the student of history
is forced, however perilous the effort, to split up the stream
of events into periods in order the better to master his
material, to reach a fuller understanding of man's develop-
ment. What then of the Byzantine Empire ?  When did it
begin to be ? When did it come to an end ?  Concerning its
demise there can hardly be any hesitation—1453, the date
of the Osmanli conquest of Constantinople, is fixed beyond
dispute. But on the question at what time did a distinctively
Byzantine Empire come into being there is no such agree-
ment. J. B. Bury, indeed, denied that there ever was such a
birthday: 'No Byzantine Empire ever began to exist; the
Roman Empire did not come to an end until 1453'—of
'Byzantine art', 'Byzantine civilization* we may appropriately
speak, but when we speak of the State which had its centre
in Constantine's city the 'Roman Empire' is the only fitting
term.2
But Bury's dictum obviously implies a continuity of
development which some historians would not admit. Thus
Professor Toynbee has argued that the Roman Empire died
during the closing years of the sixth century: it was a 'ghost'
of that Empire which later occupied the imperial throne.
During the seventh century a new Empire came into being
and stood revealed when Leo III marched from Asia to
inaugurate a dynasty. That new Empire was the reply of the
Christian East to the menace of the successors of Mahomet:
the State as now organized was the 'carapace' which should
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